Avant cuts IaC security
review time by 50%
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Manual Audits, Little time
Avant engineers had a misconfiguration tool yielding
poor results leaving their applicaiton vulnerable and
putting sensitive information at risk.
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Avant’s security and DevOps teams we’re doing
manual validations on results from the tool, “taking up
a ridiculous amount of time”.

Speed and Security with oak9
Avant reduced security review time by
more than 50% in the first week
Avant realized a 280% ROI in the first 3
months with oak9
Avant engineers have confidence in security and
compliance results and reporting
Engineers are happy - “I don’t need to be the
security expert”
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Avant is a financial technology (FinTech)
company founded in 2012 changing the
online lending industry. Avant’s mission is to
lower the barriers of borrowing. Avant has
connected over 1.5 million customers to over
$7.5 billion in loans, and 700,000 credit cards.

“With oak9, our security team enables our developers to easily meet
our compliance and security standards. If there are
misconfigurations, oak9 tells our engineers where the issue exists
and exactly how to remediate the gaps before they reach
production. By building oak9 security into our development process,
our DevOps team can deploy new applications and functionality
faster, and safer, with fewer touchpoints for both teams.”
Rudy Ristich
Chief Information Security Officer, Avant

Cloud Native Security Uniquely Delivered as-Code
>>

Avant uses oak9’s Security as Code best practice
blueprints to continously understand and apply
risk-appropriate compliance for five applications

>>

oak9 dynamically analyzes Avant’s Terraform in
GitHub and Jenkins, notifying engineers on Slack of
any misconfigurations and drifts in real-time

>>

Engineers review and remediate design gaps through
pull requests (code fixes), learning why a risk was
identified, and choose to pass/fail the pipeline

>>

Security teams receive compliance reports and use
the interactive infrastructure map to quickly identify
the most critical design gaps in the app’s architecture

oak9
oak9 secures cloud native infrastructure for developers. Like the strength and resilience of an oak tree, oak9 removes
the complexity of cloud native security to bring our customers to the state of cloud 9, blissful happiness.
Headquartered in Chicago, oak9 is a Built In 2022 Start-up to Watch backed by key investors Menlo Ventures, Hyde
Park Angels and Uncorrelated. oak9 is a partner to AWS, Azure, HITRUST, and HashiCorp, natively supporting
Terraform. oak9 proudly supports the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) and Open Web Application Security Project
(OWASP). Keep in touch with oak9 on Twitter, LinkedIn, TikTok and Youtube, or visit oak9.io.
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